REEVESBY ISLAND NET
SPATIAL CLOSURE

GPS coordinates based on Geocentric Datum of Australia 1994 (GDA94), in degrees decimal minute format.

GDA94
Lambert Conformal Conic Projection

34° 30.178'S 136°16.855' E
34° 31.137'S 136°15.354' E
34° 31.621'S 136°15.111' E
34° 32.595'S 136°15.691' E
34° 32.766'S 136°16.274' E

Port Lincoln
Spencer Gulf
Reevesby Island Net Spatial Closure
Nicholas Bay
Smoker Bay
Smoker Bay
Haystack Bay
Lusby Island
Partney Island
Marum Island
Winceby Island
Reevesby Island
Moreton Bay
McCoy Bay
S p e n c e r
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